PWB Treated Dust Covers
After the great success of the PWB “DigiPlus” device and the PWB “treated” phono and
assorted plugs to fill in the vacant sockets of equipment, customers have asked if we can
produce treated plugs for other open, unused sockets.
To read about the PWB “treated” plugs and USB digiplus devices please look at the leaflet at
the link below
http://www.pwbelectronics.co.uk/product-information - PWB_Plug_Devices.pdf
After making up some plugs with resister networks and those working very well it was
decided that, due to the large number of these empty sockets, putting some plugs, some
quite large, into these sockets would not be practical.
So another more workable solution was investigated. The answer is using PWB “treated”
Dust covers. These come in a variety of shapes.
Some of the types we are using are supplied by Farnell UK. Putting the reference number
below the photo into their search box will show you the dimensions.
http://uk.farnell.com/
Or Google photo search Wurth Electronics dust covers.
There are a range of mains Safety/Dust cover’s available, UK, EU and USA style. 9, 15 and
25pin Din socket covers and some 3.5mm plugs to fit in mobile phone, tablet and laptops are
also available.
Photos of the various styles are available at the end of this leaflet.
We are going to pack them with a minimum initial order of six mixed PWB Treated Dust
Covers, any combinations of your choice, at £42 for six and then any further additional Dust
Covers will be £7 each.
If you find any other Dust Cover that we have not used please E-mail the product details and
we will see if it can be treated.
Kind regards
May Belt.
* P.W.B. Electronics
* pwb@pwbelectronics.co.uk
* www.pwbelectronics.co.uk http://groups.yahoo.com/group/PWB
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